THE HIGHER EDUCATION CENTER FOR ALCOHOL AND DRUG MISUSE PREVENTION AND RECOVERY PRESENTS

PREVENTION 101

Identify steps in building a campus wide, comprehensive, prevention plan

Identify appropriate HECAOD resources available to assist your prevention and recovery efforts

Leave with a prevention plan for your campus

WHO: Campus professionals who have been in the field for less than 5 years, or those who would like a refresher!

WHEN: August 1, 2016, 1:00pm-5:00pm

WHERE: The Ohio State University

COST: $50

REGISTER: go.osu.edu/nm2016

The Prevention 101 is a preconference opportunity before the 2016 National Meeting held Aug 2-4, 2016 at The Ohio State University Blackwell Inn and Conference Center.

More information regarding the full conference agenda, lodging, transportation and more can be found at hecaod.osu.edu/national-meeting

QUESTIONS?
Contact the Higher Education Center for Alcohol and Drug Misuse Prevention and Recovery at hecaod@osu.edu or 614-292-5572